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ABSTRACT. A binary clutter is the family of odd circuits of a binary matroid, that is, the family of circuits that

intersect with odd cardinality a fixed given subset of elements. LetA denote the0;1 matrix whose rows are the

characteristic vectors of the odd circuits. A binary clutter is ideal if the polyhedronfx � 0 : Ax � 1g is

integral. Examples of ideal binary clutters arest-paths,st-cuts,T -joins orT -cuts in graphs, and odd circuits

in weakly bipartite graphs. In 1977, Seymour conjectured that a binary clutter is ideal if and only if it does not

containLF7 ,OK5
, orb(OK5

) as a minor. In this paper, we show that a binary clutter is ideal if it does not contain

five specified minors, namely the three above minors plus two others. This generalizes Guenin’s characterization

of weakly bipartite graphs, as well as the theorem of Edmonds and Johnson onT -joins andT -cuts.

1. INTRODUCTION

A clutter H is a finite family of sets, over some finite ground setE(H), with the property that no set of

H contains, or is equal to, another set ofH. A clutter is said to beideal if the polyhedronfx 2 R jE(H)j
+ :P

i2S xi � 1; 8S 2 Hg is an integral polyhedron, that is, all its extreme points have0; 1 coordinates. A

clutterH is trivial if H = ; orH = f;g. Given a nontrivial clutterH, we writeA(H) for a 0,1 matrix whose

columns are indexed byE(H) and whose rows are the characteristic vectors of the setsS 2 H. With this

notation, a nontrivial clutterH is ideal if and only iffx � 0 : A(H)x � 1g is an integral polyhedron.

Given a clutterH, a setT � E(H) is a transversal ofH if T intersects all the members ofH. The clutter

b(H), called theblocker ofH, is defined as follows:E
�
b(H)

�
= E(H) andb(H) is the set of inclusion-wise

minimal transversals ofH. It is well known thatb
�
b(H)

�
= H [13]. Hence we say thatH; b(H) form a

blocking pair of clutters. Lehman [14] showed that, if a clutter is ideal, then so is its blocker. A clutter is said

to bebinary if, for anyS1; S2; S3 2 H, their symmetric differenceS1 4 S2 4 S3 contains, or is equal to, a

set ofH.

Given a clutterH andi 2 E(H), thecontraction H=i anddeletion H n i are clutters defined as follows:

E(H=i) = E(H n i) = E(H) � fig, the familyH=i is the set of inclusion-wise minimal members of

fS�fig : S 2 Hg, andHn i = fS : i 62 S 2 Hg. Contractions and deletions can be performed sequentially,

and the result does not depend on the order. A clutter obtained fromH by a set of deletionsJ d and a set of

contractionsJc, (whereJc\Jd = ;) is called aminor ofH and is denoted byHnJd=Jc. It is aproper minor

if Jc [ Jd 6= ;. A clutter is said to beminimally nonideal (mni) if it is not ideal but all its proper minors are

ideal.
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The clutterOK5
is defined as follows:E(OK5

) is the set of10 edges of the complete graphK5 andOK5
is

the set of odd circuits ofK5 (the triangles and the circuits of length5). The10 constraints corresponding to the

triangles define a fractional extreme point( 13 ;
1
3 ; : : : ;

1
3 ) of the associated polyhedronfx � 0 : A(OK5

)x �

1g. ThusOK5
is not ideal and neither is its blocker. The clutterLF7 is the family of circuits of length three

of the Fano matroid (or, equivalently, the family of lines of the Fano plane), i.e.E(LF7) = f1; 2; 3; 4;5;6;7g

and

LF7 =
�
f1; 3; 5g; f1;4;6g;f2;3; 6g; f2; 4; 5g; f1; 2; 7g; f3; 4;7g; f5; 6;7g

	
:

The fractional point( 13 ;
1
3 ; : : : ;

1
3) is an extreme point of the associated polyhedron, henceLF7 is not ideal.

The blocker ofLF7 isLF7 itself. The following excluded minor characterization is predicted.

Seymour’s Conjecture[Seymour [23] p. 200, [26] (9.2), (11.2)]

A binary clutter is ideal if and only if it has noLF7 , noOK5
, and nob(OK5

) minor.

Consider a clutterH and an arbitrary elementt 62 E(H). We writeH+ for the clutter withE(H+) =

E(H) [ ftg andH+ = fS [ ftg : S 2 Hg. The clutterQ6 is defined as follows:E(Q6) is the set of edges

of the complete graphK4 andQ6 is the set of triangles ofK4. The clutterQ7 is defined as follows:

A(Q7) =

2
66664

1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0

3
77775 :

Note that the first six columns ofA(Q7) form the matrixA
�
b(Q6)

�
.

The main result of this paper is that Seymour’s Conjecture holds for the class of clutters that do not have

Q+
6 andQ+

7 minors.

Theorem 1.1. A binary clutter is ideal if it does not have LF7 , OK5
, b(OK5

), Q+
6 or Q+

7 as a minor.

Since the blocker of an ideal binary clutter is also a ideal, we can restate Theorem 1.1 as follows.

Corollary 1.2. A binary clutter is ideal if it does not have LF7 , OK5
, b(OK5

), b(Q+
7 ), or b(Q+

6 ) as a minor.

We say thatH is theclutter of odd circuits of a graphG if E(H) is the set of edges ofG andH the set of

odd circuits ofG. A graph is said to beweakly bipartite if the clutter of its odd circuits is ideal. This class of

graphs has a nice excluded minor characterization.

Theorem 1.3(Guenin [10]). A graph is weakly bipartite if and only if its clutter of odd circuits has no O K5

minor.

The class of clutters of odd circuits is closed under minor taking (Remark 8.2). Moreover, one can easily

check thatOK5
is the only clutter of odd circuits among the five excluded minors of Theorem 1.1 (see

Remark 8.3 and [20]). It follows that Theorem 1.1 implies Theorem 1.3. It does not provide a new proof of

Theorem 1.3 however, as we shall use Theorem 1.3 to prove Theorem 1.1.

Consider a graphG and a subsetT of its vertices of even cardinality. AT -join is an inclusion-wise

minimal set of edgesJ such thatT is the set of vertices of odd degree of the edge-induced subgraphG[J ].
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A T -cut is an inclusion-wise minimal set of edgesÆ(U ) := f(u; v) : u 2 U; v 62 Ug, whereU is a set of

vertices ofG that satisfiesjU \ T j odd. T -joins andT -cuts generalize many interesting special cases. If

T = fs; tg, then theT -joins (resp.T -cuts) are thest-paths (resp. inclusion-wise minimalst-cuts) ofG. If

T = V , then theT -joins of sizejV j=2 are the perfect matchings ofG. The case whereT is identical to the

set of odd-degree vertices ofG is known as the Chinese postman problem [6, 12]. The families ofT -joins

andT -cuts form a blocking pair of clutters.

Theorem 1.4(Edmonds and Johnson [6]). The clutters of T -cuts and T -joins are ideal.

The class of clutters ofT -cuts is closed under minor taking (Remark 8.2). Moreover, it is not hard to check

that none of the five excluded minors of Theorem 1.1 are clutters ofT -cuts (see Remark 8.3 and [20]). Thus

Theorem 1.1 implies that the clutter ofT -cuts is ideal, and thus that its blocker, the clutter ofT -joins, is ideal.

Hence Theorem 1.1 implies Theorem 1.4. However, we shall also rely on this result to prove Theorem 1.1.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers representations of binary clutters in terms of

signed matroids and matroid ports. Section 3 reviews the notions of lifts and sources, which are families of

binary clutters associated to a given binary matroid [20, 29]. Connections between multicommodity flows

and ideal clutters are discussed in Section 4. The material presented in Sections 2, 3 and 4 is not all new. We

present it here for the sake of completeness and in order to have a unified framework for the remainder of the

paper. In Sections 5, 6, 7 we show that minimally nonideal clutters do not have small separations. The proof

of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 presents an intriguing example of an ideal binary

clutter.

2. BINARY MATROIDS AND BINARY CLUTTERS

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of matroid theory. For an introduction and all

undefined terms, see for instance Oxley [21]. Given a matroidM , the set of its elements is denoted by

E(M ) and the set of its circuits by
(M ). The dual ofM is writtenM �. Thedeletion minorM n e of M

is the matroid defined as follows:E(M n e) = E(M ) � feg and
(M n e) = fC : e 62 C 2 
(M )g.

The contraction minorM=e of M is defined as(M � n e)�. Contractions and deletions can be performed

sequentially, and the result does not depend on the order. A matroid obtained fromM by a set of deletions

Jd and a set of contractionsJc is aminor of M and is denoted byM n Jd=Jc.

A matroidM is binary if there exists a0; 1 matrixA with column setE(M ) such that the independent

sets ofM correspond to independent sets of columns ofA over the two element field. We say thatA is a

representation of M . Equivalently, a0; 1 matrixA is a representation of a binary matroidM if the rows ofA

span the circuit space ofM �. If C1 andC2 are two cycles of a binary matroid thenC1 4C2 is also a cycle

of M . In particular this implies that every cycle ofM can be partitioned into circuits. LetM be a binary

matroid and� � E(M ). The pair(M;�) is called asigned matroid, and� is called thesignature of M . We

say that a circuitC of M is odd (resp.even) if jC \�j is odd (resp. even).

The results in this section are fairly straightforward and have appeared explicitly or implicitly in the

literature [8, 13, 20, 23]. We include some of the proofs for the sake of completeness.
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Proposition 2.1(Lehman [13]). The followingstatements are equivalent for a clutter: (i)H is binary; (ii) for

every S 2 H and T 2 b(H), jS \T j is odd; (iii) for every S1; : : : ; Sk 2 H where k is odd, S14S24 : : :Sk

contains, or is equal, to an element ofH.

Proposition 2.2. The odd circuits of a signed matroid (M;�) form a binary clutter.

Proof. Let C1; C2; C3 be three odd circuits of(M;�). ThenL := C1 4 C2 4 C3 is a cycle ofM . Since

each ofC1; C2; C3 intersects� with odd parity, so doesL. SinceM is binary,L can be partitioned into a

family of circuits. One of these circuits must be odd sincejL \ �j is odd. The result now follows from the

definition of binary clutters (see Section 1). �

Proposition 2.3. Let F be a clutter such that ; 62 F . Consider the following properties: (i) for all C 1; C2 2

F and e 2 C1 \ C2 there exists C3 2 F such that C3 � C1 [C2 � feg. (ii) for all C1; C2 2 F there exists

C3 2 F such that C3 � C14C2. If property (i) holds then F is the set of circuits of a matroid. If property

(ii) holds then F is the set of circuits of a binary matroid.

Property (i) is known as thecircuit elimination axiom. Circuits of matroids satisfy this property. Note that

property (ii) implies property (i). Both results are standard, see Oxley [21].

Proposition 2.4. Let H be a binary clutter such that ; 62 H. Let F be the clutter consisting of all inclusion-

wise minimal, non-empty sets obtained by taking the symmetric difference of an arbitrary number of sets of

H. Then H � F and F is the set of circuits of a binary matroid.

Proof. By definition,F satisfies property (ii) in Proposition 2.3. ThusF is the set of circuits of a binary

matroidM . Suppose for a contradiction there isS 2 H � F . Then there existsS 0 2 F such thatS0 � S.

ThusS0 is the symmetric difference of a family of, sayt, sets ofH. If t is odd then, Proposition 2.1 implies

thatS0 contains a set ofH. If t is even then, Proposition 2.1 implies thatS 0 4 S contains a set ofH. ThusS

is not inclusion-wise minimal, a contradiction. �

Consider a binary clutterH such that; 62 H. The matroid defined in Proposition 2.4 is called theup matroid

and is denoted byu(H). Proposition 2.1 implies that every circuit ofu(H) is either an element ofH or the

symmetric difference of an even number of sets ofH. SinceH is a binary clutter, sets ofb(H) intersect with

odd parity exactly the circuits ofu(H) that are elements ofH. Hence,

Remark 2.5. A binary clutterH such that; 62 H is the clutter of odd circuits of(u(H);�) where� 2 b(H).

Moreover, this representation is essentially unique.

Proposition 2.6. Let H be the clutter of odd circuits of the signed matroid (M;�). If H is not trivial and N

is connected, then N = u(H).

To prove this, we use the following result (see Oxley [21] Theorem 4.3.2).

Theorem 2.7(Lehman [13]). Let e be an element of a connected binary matroid M . The circuits of M not

containing e are of the form C14C2 where C1 and C2 are circuits of M containing e.

We shall also need the following observation which follows directly from Proposition 2.3.
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Proposition 2.8. Let (M;�) be a signed matroid and e an element not in E(M ). Let F := fC [ feg : C 2


(M ); jC \ �j oddg [ fC : C 2 
(M ); jC \�j eveng. Then F is the set of circuit of a binary matroid.

Proof of Proposition 2.6. Let N andN 0 be connected matroids and suppose that the clutters of odd circuits

of (N;�) and(N 0;�0) are the same and are not trivial. LetM (resp.M 0) be the matroid constructed from

(N;�) (resp. (N 0;�)) as in Proposition 2.8. By construction the circuits ofM andM 0 usinge are the

same. SinceN is connected andH is not trivial,M andM 0 are connected. It follows from Theorem 2.7

thatM = M 0 and in particularN = M=e = M 0=e = N 0. By the same argument and Remark 2.5,

N = u(H). �

In a binary matroid, any circuitC and cocircuitD have an even intersection. So, ifD is a cocircuit, the

clutter of odd circuits of(M;�) and(M;�4 D) are the same (see Zaslavsky [28]). Lete 2 E(M ). The

deletion (M;�)ne of (M;�) is defined as(M ne;��feg). Thecontraction (M;�)=e of (M;�) is defined

as follows: ife 62 � then(M;�)=e := (M=e;�); if e 2 � ande is not a loop then there exists a cocircuitD

of M with e 2 D and(M;�)=e := (M=e;�4D). Note ife 2 � is a loop ofM , thenH=e is a trivial clutter.

A minor of (M;�) is any signed matroid which can be obtained by a sequence of deletions and contractions.

A minor of (M;�) obtained by a sequence ofJc contraction andJd deletions is denoted(M;�)=Jc n Jd.

Remark 2.9. LetH be a the clutter of odd circuits of a signed matroid(M;�). If Jc does not contain an odd

circuit, thenH=Jc n Jd is the clutter of odd circuits of the signed matroid(M;�)=J c n Jd.

LetM be a binary matroid ande an element ofM . The clutterPort(M; e), called aport of M , is defined

as follows:E
�
Port(M; e)

�
:= E(M )� feg andPort(M; e) := fS � feg : e 2 S 2 
(M )g.

Proposition 2.10. Let M be a binary matroid, then Port(M; e) is a binary clutter.

Proof. By definitionS 2 Port(M; e) if and only ifS [feg is an odd circuit of the signed matroid(M; feg).

We may assumePort(M; e) is nontrivial, hence in particular,e is not a loop ofM . Therefore, there exists a

cocircuitD that containse. ThusPort(M; e) is the clutter of odd circuits of the signed matroid(M=e;D4

feg). Proposition 2.2 states that these odd circuits form a binary clutter. �

Proposition 2.11. LetH be a binary clutter. Then there exists a binary matroidM with element e 2 E(M )�

E(H) such that Port(M; e) = H.

Proof. If ; 2 H, defineM to have elemente as a loop. If; 62 H, we can representH as the set of odd

circuits of a signed matroid(N;�) (see Remark 2.5). Construct a binary matroidM from (N;�) as in

Proposition 2.8. ThenPort(M; e) = H. �

Proposition 2.12(Seymour [23]). Port(M; e) and Port(M �; e) form a blocking pair.

Proof. Proposition 2.10 implies thatPort(M; e) andPort(M �; e) are both binary clutters. ConsiderT 2

Port(M�; e). ThenT [ feg is a circuit ofM . For allS 2 Port(M; e), S [ feg is a circuit ofM �. Since

T[feg andS[feg have an even intersection,jS\T j is odd. Thus we proved: for allT 2 Port(M �; e), there

isT 0 2 b(Port(M; e)) whereT 0 � T . To complete the proof it suffices to show: for allT 0 2 b(Port(M; e)),

there isT 2 Port(M �; e) whereT � T 0. SincePort(M; e) is binary, for everyS 2 Port(M; e), jS\T 0j is

odd (Proposition 2.1). ThusT 0 [ feg intersects every circuit ofM usinge with even parity. It follows from
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Theorem 2.7 thatT 0 [feg is orthogonal to the space spanned by the circuits ofM , i.e.T 0 [feg is a cycle of

M�. It follows that there is a circuit ofM � of the formT [ feg whereT � T 0. Hence,T 2 Port(M�; e) as

required. �

3. LIFTS AND SOURCES

Let N be a binary matroid. For any binary matroidM with elemente such thatN = M=e, the binary

clutterPort(M; e) is called asource of N . Note thatH is a source of its up matroidu(H). For any binary

matroidM with elemente such thatN = M n e, the binary clutterPort(M; e) is called alift of N . Note

that a source or a lift can be a trivial clutter.

Proposition 3.1. Let N be a binary matroid. H is a lift of N if and only if b(H) is a source of N �.

Proof. Let H be a lift ofN , i.e. there is a binary matroidM with M n e = N andH = Port(M; e). By

Proposition 2.12,b(H) = Port(M �; e). SinceM�=e = (M n e)� = N� we have thatb(H) is a source of

N�. Moreover, the implications can be reversed. �

It is useful to relate a description ofH in terms of excludedclutter minors to a description ofu(H) in

terms of excludedmatroid minors.

Theorem 3.2. LetH be a binary clutter such that its up matroid u(H) is connected, and let N be a connected

binary matroid. Then u(H) does not have N as a minor if and only ifH does not have H 1 orH+
2 as a minor,

where H1 is a source of N and H2 is a lift of N .

To prove this we will need the following result (see Oxley [21] Proposition 4.3.6).

Theorem 3.3(Brylawski [3], Seymour [25]). Let M be a connected matroid and N a connected minor of

M . For any i 2 E(M )� E(N ), at least one of M n i or M=i is connected and has N as a minor.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let M := u(H) and let� 2 b(H). Remark 2.5 states thatH is the clutter of odd

circuits of(M;�). Suppose first thatH has a minorH1 that is a source ofN . Remark 2.9 implies thatH1

is the clutter of odd circuits of a signed minor(N 0;�0) of (M;�). SinceN is connected,H1 is nontrivial

and therefore Proposition 2.6 impliesN = N 0. In particularN is a minor ofM . Suppose now thatH has a

minorH+
2 whereH2 is a lift of N . Let e be the element ofE(H+

2 ) � E(H2). Remark 2.9 implies thatH+
2

is the clutter of odd circuits of a signed minor(M̂ ; �̂) of (M;�). SinceH2 is a lift of N there is a connected

matroidM̂ 0 with elemente such thatM̂ 0 n e = N andPort(M̂ 0; e) = H2. ThusH+
2 is the clutter of odd

circuits of(M̂ 0; feg). Proposition 2.6 impliesM̂ = M̂ 0. ThusM̂ 0 is a minor ofM and so isN = M̂ 0 n e.

Now we prove the converse. Suppose thatM hasN as a minor and does not satisfy the theorem. LetH be

such a counterexample minimizing the cardinality ofE(H). Clearly,N is a proper minor ofM as otherwise

u(H) = N , i.e.H is a source ofN . By Theorem 3.3, for everyi 2 E(M )�E(N ), one ofM n i andM=i is

connected and hasN as a minor. SupposeM=i is connected and hasN as a minor. Sincei is not a loop ofM ,

it follows from Remark 2.9 thatH=i is nontrivial and is a signed minor(M=i;� 0) of (M;�). Proposition 2.6

impliesM=i = u(H=i). But thenH=i contradicts the choice ofHminimizing the cardinality ofE(H). Thus,

for everyi 2 E(M )�E(N ), M n i is connected and has anN minor. Suppose for somei 2 E(M )�E(N ),

Hn i is nontrivial. Then because of Remark 2.9 and Proposition 2.6u(Hn i) = M n i, a contradiction to the
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choice ofH. Thus for everyi 2 E(M ) � E(N ), H n i is trivial, or equivalently, all odd circuits of(M;�)

usei. As M = u(H), even circuits ofM do not usei. We claim thatE(M ) � E(N ) = fig. Suppose

not and letj 6= i be an element ofE(M ) � E(N ). The set of circuits of(M;�) usingj is exactly the set

of odd circuits. It follows that the elementsi; j must be in series inM . But thenM n i is not connected,

a contradiction. ThereforeE(M ) � E(N ) = fig andM n i = N . As the circuits of(M;�) usingi are

exactly the odd circuits of(M;�), it follows that columni of A(H) consists of all 1’s. ThusH = H+
2 where

H2 = Port(M; i), i.e.H2 is a lift of N . �

Next we define the binary matroidsF7; F
�
7 andR10. For any binary matroidN , letBN be a 0,1 matrix

whose rows span the circuit space ofN (equivalentlyBN is a representation of the dual matroidN �). Square

identity matrices are denotedI. Observe thatR�
10 = R10.

BF7 =

2
4 I

0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1

3
5 BF�

7
=

�
I

0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1

�
BR10

=

2
64 I

1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1

3
75

Given a binary matroidN , letM be a binary matroid with elemente such thatN = M=e. The circuit space

of M is spanned by the rows of a matrix of the form[BN jx], wherex is a 0,1 column vector indexed bye.

AssumingM is connected, we have (up to isomorphism), the following possible columnsx for each of the

three aforementioned matroidsN :

(1) F �
7 :

xa = (1; 1; 1)T .

(2) F7:

xa = (0; 1; 1; 1)T ; xb = (1; 1; 1; 0)T andxc = (1; 1; 1; 1)T .

(3) R10:

xa = (1; 0; 1; 0; 0)T; xb = (1; 0; 1; 0; 1)T; xc = (1; 0; 1; 1;0)T ;

xd = (1; 0; 1; 1; 1)T; xe = (1; 1; 0; 0;0)T ; xf = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1)T .

Note that (1),(2) are easy and (3) can by found in [24] (p. 357). The rows of the matrix[BF7 jxb] (resp.

[BF7 jxc]) span the circuit space of a matroid known asAG(3; 2) (resp. S8). If [BN jx] is a matrix whose

rows span the circuits ofM , then by definition of sources,Port(M; e) is a source ofN . Thus,

Remark 3.4.

� F �
7 has a unique source, namelyQ+

6 .

� F7 has three sources:b(Q6)+ (whenx = xa), LF7 (whenx = xb), andb(Q7) (whenx = xc).

� R10 has six sources includingb(OK5
) (whenx = xf ).

Luetolf and Margot [16] have enumerated all minimally nonideal clutters with at most10 elements (and many

more). Using Remark 3.4, we can then readily check the following.

Proposition 3.5. Let H be the clutter of odd circuits of a signed matroid (M;�).

� If M = R10, then either H = b(OK5
) or H is ideal.

� If M = F7, then either H = LF7 or H is ideal.

� If M = F �
7 , then H is ideal.
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4. MULTICOMMODITY FLOWS

In this section, we show that a binary clutterH is ideal exactly when certain multicommodity flows exist

in the matroidu(H). This equivalence will be used in Sections 6 and 7 to show that minimally nonideal

binary clutters do not have small separations. Given a setS, a functionp : S ! Q+, andT � S, we write

p(T ) for
P

i2T p(i). Consider a signed matroid(M;F ). The set of circuits ofM that have exactly one

element in common withF , is denoted
F . Let p : E(M ) ! Q+ be a cost function on the elements ofM .

Seymour [26] considers the following two statements about the triple(M;F; p).

For any cocircuitD of M :

p(D \ F ) � p(D � F ): (4.1)

There exists a function� : 
F ! Q+ such that:
X

C:e2C2
F

�(C)

�
� p(e) if e 2 F
� p(e) if e 2 E � F:

(4.2)

We say thatthe cut condition holds if inequality (4.1) holds for all cocircuitsD. We say thatM isF -flowing

with costs p if statement (4.2) holds; the corresponding solution is anF -flow satisfying costs p. M is F -

flowing [26] if, for every p for which the cut condition holds,M is F -flowing with costsp. Elements inF

(resp. E � F ) are calleddemand (resp. capacity) elements. It is helpful to illustrate the aforementioned

definitions in the case whereM is a graphic matroid [9]. For a demand edgef , p(f) is the amount of flow

required between its endpoints. For a capacity edgee, p(e) is the maximum amount of flow that can be carried

by e. ThenM isF -flowing with costsp when a multicommodity flow meeting all demands and satisfying all

capacity constraints exists. The cut condition requires that for every cut the demand across the cut does not

exceed its capacity. WhenF consists of a single edgef and whenM is graphic thenM is f-flowing [7].

The cut condition statesp(D \F ) � p(D � F ) = p(D)� p(D \F ). Addingp(F )� p(D \F ) to both

sides, we obtainp(F ) � p(D) � p(D \ F ) + p(F )� p(D \ F ) = p(D4 F ). Hence,

Remark 4.1. The cut condition holds if and only ifp(F ) � p(D4 F ) for all cocircuitsD.

LetH be the clutter of odd circuits of(M;F ). We define:

� (H; p) = min
� X
e2E(M)

p(e)xe :
X
e2S

xe � 1; 8S 2 H; xe 2 f0; 1g; 8e 2 E(M )
	

(a)

��(H; p) = max
�X
C2H

yC :
X

C:e2C2H

yC � p(e); 8e 2 E(M ); yC � 0; 8C 2 H
	

(b)

By linear programming duality we have:� (H; p) � � �(H; p). Whenp(e) = 1 for all e 2 E(M ) then we

write � (H) for � (H; p) and��(H) for ��(H; p).

Proposition 4.2. Let H be the clutter of odd circuits of a signed matroid (M;F ) and let p : E(M )! Q+.

(i) � (H; p) = p(F ) if and only if the cut condition holds.

(ii) ��(H; p) = p(F ) if and only if M is F -flowing with costs p.

(iii) If �(C) > 0 for a solution to (4.2), then C 2 
 F for all F 2 b(H) with p(F ) = � (H; p).

Proof. We say that a setX � E(M ) is a (feasible) solution for (a) if its characteristic vector is. Consider

(i). Suppose� (H; p) = p(F ). We can assume thatF is an inclusion-wise minimal solution of (a) and thus
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F 2 b(H). LetD be any cocircuit ofM and consider anyS 2 H. SinceS is a circuit ofM , jD \ Sj is even

and sinceH is binary,jF \Sj is odd. Thusj(D4F )\Sj is odd. It follows thatD4F is a transversal ofH.

Therefore,D 4 F is a feasible solution to (a) and we havep(F ) � p(D 4 F ). Hence, by Remark 4.1, the

cut condition holds. Conversely, assume the cut condition holds and consider any setX that is feasible for

(a). We need to showp(F ) � p(X). We can assume thatX is inclusion-wise minimal, i.e. thatX 2 b(H).

Observe thatF andX intersect circuits ofM with the same parity. ThusD := F 4 X is a cocycle ofM .

Since the cut condition holds, by Remark 4.1,p(F ) � p(D4 F ) = p(X).

Consider (ii). Suppose� �(H; p) = p(F ). Since��(H; p) � � (H; p) � p(F ), it follows from linear

programming duality thatF is an optimal solution to (a). Lety be an optimal solution to (b). Complementary

slackness states: ifjF \ Cj > 1, then the corresponding dual variableyC = 0. Thus
P

C:e2C2H yC =P
C:e2C2
F

yC , for all e 2 E(M ). Complementary slackness states: ife 2 F , then
P

C:e2C2
F
yC = p(e).

Hence, choosing�(C) = yC for everyC 2 
F satisfies (4.2). Conversely, suppose� is a solution to (4.2).

For eache 2 F such that
P

C: e2C2
F
�C > p(e), reduce the values�C on the left hand side until equality

holds. SinceC contains no element ofF other thane, we can get equality for everye 2 F . So we may

assume
P

C:e2C2
F
�(C) � p(e) for all e 2 E(M ). SetyC = 0 if C 62 
F andyC = �(C) if C 2 
F .

Now y is a feasible solution to (b) andF; y satisfy all complementary slackness conditions. ThusF andy

must be a pair of optimal solutions to (a) and (b) respectively.

Finally, consider (iii). From (ii) we know there is an optimal solutiony to (b) withy C > 0. By comple-

mentary slackness, it follows thatjF \Cj = 1 for all F that are optimal solutions to (a). �

The last proposition implies in particular that, ifM is F -flowing with costsp, then the cut condition is

satisfied. We say that a cocircuitD is tight if the cut condition (4.1) holds with equality, or equivalently

(Remark 4.1) ifp(F ) = p(D4 F ).

Proposition 4.3. Suppose M is F -flowing with costs p and let D be a tight cocircuit. If C is a circuit with

�(C) > 0, then C \D = ; or C \D = fe; fg where e 2 E(M ) � F and f 2 F .

Proof. We may assumeC\D 6= ;. AsC 2 
F , it follows thatC\F = ffg. Moreover,C\D 6= ffg, since

M is binary. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that there is no pair of elementse; e 0 2 (C \D)�F .

Suppose for a contradiction that we have such a pair and letF 0 = D4F . AsD is tight,p(F ) = p(D4F ) =

p(F 0). It follows from Proposition 4.2(iii) thatC 2 
 F 0 . Bute; e0 2 F 0, a contradiction. �

Corollary 4.4. Let H be the clutter of odd circuits of a signed matroid (M;F ). (i) If H is ideal then M

is F -flowing with costs p, for all p : E(M ) ! Q+ where (M;F; p) satisfies the cut condition. (ii) If H

is nonideal then M is not F 0-flowing with costs p, for some p : E(M ) ! Q+ and some F 0 2 b(H) that

minimizes p(F 0).

Proof. Consider (i). Proposition 4.2 states� (H; p) = p(F ). BecauseH is ideal,� (H; p) = � �(H; p), i.e.

p(F ) = ��(H; p). This implies by Proposition 4.2(ii) thatM is F -flowing with costsp. Consider (ii). IfH

is nonideal then for somep : E(M ) ! Z+, � (H; p) > ��(H; p) [5]. Let F 0 be an optimal solution to (a).

Thenp(F 0) = � (H; p) andF 0 2 b(H). Proposition 4.2(ii) statesM is notF 0-flowing with costsp. �

We leave the next result as an easy exercise.
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Corollary 4.5. A binary clutter H is ideal if and only if u(H) is F -flowing for every F 2 b(H).

Consider the case whereH = OK5
. Let F be a set of edges ofK5 such thatE(K5) � F induces aK2;3.

ThenF 2 b(H) andu(H) (the graphic matroid ofK5) is notF -flowing.

5. CONNECTIVITY, PRELIMINARIES

LetE1; E2 be a partition of the elementsE of a matroidM and letr : 2 jEj !Z+ be the rank function.M

is said to have ak-separation E1; E2 if r(E1)+ r(E2)� r(E) � k�1 andjE1j; jE2j � k. If jE1j; jE2j > k,

then the separation is said to bestrict. A matroidM has ak-separationE1; E2 if and only if its dualM � does

(Oxley [21], 4.2.7). A matroid isk-connected if it has no(k � 1)-separation and isinternally k-connected if

it has no strict(k � 1)-separation. A 2-connected matroid is simply said to beconnected. We now follow

Seymour [24] when presentingk-sums. LetM1;M2 be binary matroids whose element setsE(M1); E(M2)

may intersect. We defineM1 4M2 to be the binary matroid onE(M1)4 E(M2) where the cycles are all

the subsets ofE(M1)4 E(M2) of the formC1 4 C2 whereCi is a cycle ofMi, i = 1; 2. The following

special cases will be of interest to us:

Definition 5.1.

(1) E(M1) \E(M2) = ;. ThenM14M2 is the1-sum of M1;M2.

(2) E(M1)\E(M2) = ffg andf is not a loop ofM1 orM2. ThenM14M2 is the2-sum of M1;M2.

(3) jE(M1)\E(M2)j = 3 andE(M1)\E(M2) is a circuit of bothM1 andM2. ThenM14M2 is the

3-sum of M1;M2.

We denote thek-sum ofM1 andM2 asM1
kM2. The elements inE(M1)\E(M2) are called themarkers

of Mi (i = 1; 2). As an example, fork = 1; 2; 3, thek-sum of two graphic matroids corresponds to taking

two graphs, choosing ak-clique from each, identifying the vertices in the clique pairwise and deleting the

edges in the clique. The markers are the edges in the clique. We have the following connection between

k-separations andk-sums.

Theorem 5.2(Seymour [24]). Let M be a k-connected binary matroid and k 2 f1; 2; 3g. Then M has a

k-separation if and only if it can be expressed as M1 
k M2. Moreover, M1 (resp. M2) is a minor of M

obtained by contracting and deleting elements in E(M 2)�E(M1) (resp. E(M1)� E(M2)).

We say that a binary clutterH has a (strict)k-separation if u(H) does.

Remark 5.3. H has a1-separation if and ifA(H) is a block diagonal matrix. Moreover,H is ideal if and

only if the minors corresponding to each of the blocks are ideal.

Recall (Proposition 2.11) that every binary clutterH can be expressed asPort(M; e) for some binary

matroidM with elemente. So we could define the connectivity ofH to be the connectivity of the associated

matroidM . The two notions of connectivity are not equivalent as the clutterL F7 illustrates. The matroid

AG(3; 2) has a strict 3-separation whileF7 does not, butPort(AG(3; 2); t) = LF7 andLF7 is the clutter of

odd circuits of the signed matroid
�
F7; E(F7)

�
.

Chopra [4] gives composition operations for matroid ports and sufficient conditions for maintaining ide-

alness. This generalizes earlier results of Bixby [1]. Other compositions for ideal (but not necessarily binary
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clutters) can be found in [19, 17, 18]. Novick-Seb¨o [20] give an outline on how to show that mni binary

clutters do not have 2-separations, the argument is similar to that used by Seymour [26](7.1) to show that

k-cycling matroids are closed under2-sums. We will follow the same strategy (see Section 6). Proving that

mni binary clutters do not have 3-separations is more complicated and requires a different approach (see

Section 7). In closing observe that none ofLF7 ;OK5
andb(OK5

) have strict4-separations. So if Seymour’s

Conjecture holds, then mni binary clutters are internally5-connected.

6. 2-SEPARATIONS

Let (M;F ) be a signed matroid with a2-separationE1; E2, i.e. M = M1 
2 M2 andE1 = E(M1) �

E(M2); E2 = E(M2)�E(M1). We say that(Mi; Fi) (for i = 1; 2) is apart of (M;F ) if it is a signed minor

of (M;F ). It is not hard to see that at most two choices ofFi can give distinct signed matroids(Mi; Fi).

Therefore(M;F ) can have at most four distinct parts. In light of Remark 2.5 we can identify binary clutters

with signed matroids. The main result of this section is the following.

Proposition 6.1. A binary clutter with a 2-separation is ideal if and only if all its parts are ideal.

To prove this, we shall need the following results.

Proposition 6.2 (Seymour [24]). If M = M1 
2 M2, then M is connected if and only if M1 and M2 are

connected.

Proposition 6.3(Seymour [24]). Let M be a binary matroid with a 2-separation E 1; E2 and let C1; C2 be

two circuits of M . If C1 \Ei � C2 \Ei, then C1 \Ei = C2 \Ei (for i = 1; 2).

Proposition 6.4(Seymour [24]). Let M = M1
2M2. Then choose any circuitC ofM such thatC\E1 6= ;

and C \E2 6= ;. Let i; j = 1; 2 and i 6= j. For any f 2 C \Ej, Mi = M n (Ej � C)=(Ej \C � ffg).

Proof of Proposition 6.1. LetH be a binary clutter with a 2-separation,M = u(H) andF 2 b(H). Assume

without loss of generality thatM is connected. Remark 2.5 states thatH is the clutter of odd circuits of

(M;F ). If H is ideal, then so are all its parts by Remark 2.9. Conversely, suppose all parts of(M;F ) are

ideal. Consider anyp : E(M ) !Z+ and assumeF 2 b(H) minimizesp(F ). Because of Corollary 4.4(ii),

it suffices to show thatM is F -flowing with costsp. Observe that the cut condition is satisfied because of

Proposition 4.2(i).

SinceM has a2-separation, it can be expressed asM1 
2 M2. Throughout this proof,i; j will always

denote arbitrary distinct elements off1; 2g. DefineFi = F \Ei and letfi be the marker ofMi. Sincefi is

not a loop, there is a cocircuitDi of Mi usingfi. Let�i denote the smallest value of

p[Di � (Fi [ ffig)]� p(Di \ Fi): (*)

whereDi is any cocircuit ofMi usingfi. In what follows, we letDi denote some cocircuit where the

minimum is attained. Expression (*) gives the difference between the sum of the capacity elements and the

sum of the demand elements inDi, excluding the markerfi. Thus�1+�2 = p([D14D2]�F )� p([D14

D2] \ F ). SinceD14D2 is a cocycle ofM and the cut condition is satisfied, we must have:

�1 + �2 � 0:
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Claim 1. If �i > 0, then there is an even circuit of(Mi; Fi) that uses markerfi.

Proof of Claim: Suppose for a contradiction that all circuitsC of M i that usefi, satisfyjC \ Fij odd. Then

D = Fi [ ffig intersects all these circuits with even parity. By hypothesisM is connected and, because of

Proposition 6.2, so isMi. We know from Theorem 2.7 that all circuits that do not use the markerfi are the

symmetric difference of two circuits that do usefi. It follows thatD intersects all circuits ofM i with even

parity. ThusD is a cocycle ofMi. But expression (*) is nonpositive for cocycleD. D can be partitioned

into cocircuits. Because the cut condition holds, expression (*) is nonpositive for the cocircuit that usesf i, a

contradiction as�i > 0. 3

Claim 2. If �i < 0, then there is an odd circuit of(Mi; Fi) that uses markerfi.

Proof of Claim: Suppose, for a contradiction, that all circuitsC of M i that usefi, satisfyjC \ Fij even. By

the same argument as in Claim 1, we know that in fact so do all circuits ofMi. This implies thatF andFj
intersect each circuit ofM with the same parity. AsF is inclusion-wise minimal (F 2 b(H)) we must have

F = Fj, i.e.Fi = ;. But this implies that expression (*) is non negative, a contradiction. 3

Claim 3. If �j < 0 (resp.�j > 0), then(Mi; Fi [ ffig) (resp.(Mi; Fi)) is a part of(M;F ).

Proof of Claim: From Claim 2 (resp. Claim 1), there is an odd (resp. even) circuitC usingf j of (Mj ; Fj).

Proposition 6.3 implies that elementsC \E are in series inM n (Ej � C). Proposition 6.4 implies thatM i

is obtained fromM n (Ej �C) by replacing series elements ofC \Ej by a unique elementfj. The required

signed minor is(M;F ) n (Ej �C)=(C � ffg) wheref is any element ofC \Ej . 3

Because�1 + �2 � 0, it suffices to consider the following cases.

Case 1: �1 � 0; �2 � 0.

We know from Proposition 6.4 thatM i is a minor ofM (where no loop is contracted) sayM n Jd=Jc.

For i = 1; 2, let (Mi; F̂i) be the signed minor(M;F ) n Jd=Jc. Since(Mi; F̂i) is a part of(M;F ), it is ideal.

So in particular(Mi; F̂i) n fi = (Mi n fi; Fi) are ideal. Letpi : E(Mi) � fi !Z+ be defined as follows:

pi(e) = p(e) if e 2 Ei. LetD be a cocircuit ofMi n fi. The inequalityp(D \ Fi) � p(D � Fi) follows

from �i � 0 whenD [ fi is a cocircuit ofMi and it follows from the fact that the cut condition holds for

(M;F ) whenD is a cocircuit ofMi. Therefore the cut condition holds for(Mi n fi; Fi). It follows from

Corollary 4.4(i) that each of these signed matroids has anFi-flow satisfying costspi. Let �i = 
Fi ! Q+

be the corresponding function satisfying (4.2). By scalingp, we may assume�i(C) 2Z+ for each circuit in


Fi . LetLi be the multiset where each circuitC in 
Fi appears�i(C) times. DefineLj similarly. The union

(with repetition) of all circuits inL i andLj correspond to anF -flow of M satisfying costsp.

Case 2: �i < 0; �j > 0.

Because of Claim 3, there are parts(Mi; Fi) and(Mj ; Fj [ ffjg) of (M;F ). Let pi : E(Mi)!Z+ be

defined as follows:pi(fi) = �j andpi(e) = p(e) for e 2 Ei. Let pj : E(Mj) !Z+ be defined as follows:

pj(fj) = ��i andpj(e) = p(e) for e 2 Ej. Since we can scalep, we can assume that theFi-flow of Mi

satisfying costspi is a multisetLi of circuits and that theFj[ffjg-flow ofMj satisfying costspj is a multiset

Lj. For l = 1; 2, Ll can be partitioned intoLl
0 := fC 2 Ll : fl 62 Cg, andLl1 := fC 2 Ll : fl 2 Cg.

Sincefj is a demand element for the flowLj, jLj1j = pj(fj) = ��i. Sincefi is a capacity element for the

flow Li, jLi1j � pi(fi) = �j. Because�1 + �2 � 0, jLj1j � jLi1j. Let us define a collection of circuits ofM
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as follows: include all circuits ofL i
0 [ L

j
0. Pair each circuitCj 2 L

j
1 with a different circuitCi 2 L

i
1, and

add to the collection the circuit included inC i4Cj that contains the element ofF . The resulting collection

corresponds to aF -flow of M satisfying costsp. �

7. 3-SEPARATIONS

The main result of this section is the following,

Proposition 7.1. A minimally nonideal binary clutterH has no strict 3-separation.

The proof follows from two lemmas, stated next and proved in sections 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.

Lemma 7.2. Let H be a minimally nonideal binary clutter with a strict 3-separation E 1; E2. There exists a

set F 2 b(H) of minimum cardinality such that F � E 1 or F � E2.

Let (M;F ) be a signed matroid with a strict 3-separationE1; E2, i.e.M = M1 
3 M2 andE1 = E(M1) �

E(M2); E2 = E(M2) � E(M1). LetC0 = E(M1) \ E(M2) be the triangle common to bothM1 andM2.

Let �Mi (with i = 1; 2) be obtained by deleting fromM i a (possibly empty) set of elements ofC0. We call

( �Mi; Fi) a part of (M;F ) if it is a signed minor of(M;F ).

Lemma 7.3. Let (M;F ) be a connected signed matroid with a strict 3-separation E 1; E2 and suppose

F � E1. Then M is F -Flowing with costs p if the cut condition is satisfied and all parts of (M;F ) are ideal.

Proof of Proposition 7.1. SupposeH is a mni binary clutter that is connected with a strict 3-separation. Re-

mark 2.5 states thatH is the clutter of odd circuits of a signed matroid(M;F ). Considerp : E(M ) !Z+

defined byp(e) = 1 for all e 2 E(M ). We know (see Remark 7.5) that� (H; p) > ��(H; p). From

Lemma 7.2 and Remark 2.5, we may assumeF � E1 andp(F ) = � (H; p). It follows from Proposi-

tion 4.2(i) that the cut condition holds. Since the separation of(M;F ) is strict, all parts of(M;F ) are proper

minors, and hence ideal. It follows therefore from Lemma 7.3 thatM is F -flowing with costsp. Hence,

because of Proposition 4.2(ii),� �(H; p) = p(F ), a contradiction. �

7.1. Separations and blocks.In this section, we shall prove Lemma 7.2. But first let us review some results

on minimally nonideal clutters. For every clutterH, we can associate a0; 1 matrixA(H). Hence we shall

talk about mni0; 1 matrices, blocker of0; 1 matrices, and binary0; 1 matrices (when the associated clutter is

binary). The next result on mni 0,1 matrices is due to Lehman [15] (see also Padberg [22], Seymour [27]).

We state it here in the binary case.

Theorem 7.4. LetA be a minimally nonideal binary 0,1 matrix withn columns. Then B = b(A) is minimally

nonideal binary as well, the matrix A (resp. B) has a square, nonsingular row submatrix �A (resp. �B) with

r (resp. s) nonzero entries in every row and columns, rs > n. Rows of A (resp. B) not in �A (resp. �B) have

at least r + 1 (resp. s + 1) nonzero entries. Moreover, �A �BT = J + (rs � n)I, where J denotes an n � n

matrix filled with ones.

It follows that( 1
r
; : : : ; 1

r
) is a fractional extreme point of the polyhedronfx 2 Rn

+ : Ax � 1g. Hence,

Remark 7.5. If H is a minimally nonideal binary clutter, then� (H) > � �(H).
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The submatrix�A is called thecore of A. Given a mni clutterH with A = A(H), we define the core ofH to

be the clutter�H for whichA( �H) = �A. LetH andG = b(H) be binary and mni. SinceH;G are binary, for all

S 2 �H andT 2 �G, we havejS\T j odd. As �A �BT = J+(rs�n)I, for everyS 2 �H, there is exactly one set

T 2 �G called themate of S such thatjS \ T j = 1 + (rs � n). Note that ifA is binary thenrs � n+ 1 � 3.

Proposition 7.6. Let A be a mni binary matrix. Then no column of �A is in the union of two other columns.

Proof. Bridges and Ryser [2] proved that square0; 1 matrices �A; �B that satisfy �A �BT = J + (rs � n)I

commute, i.e.�AT �B = J + (rs � n)I. Thuscol( �A; i)col( �B; i) = rs� n + 1 � 3 for everyi 2 f1; : : : ; ng.

Hence there is noj; k 2 f1; : : : ; ng � fig such thatcol( �A; j) [ col( �A; k) � col( �A; i), for otherwise

col( �A; j)col( �B; i) > 1 or col( �A; k)col( �B; i) > 1, contradicting the equation�AT �B = J + (rs� n)I. �

Proposition 7.7(Guenin [10]). Let H be a mni binary clutter and e 2 E(H). There exists S1; S2; S3 2 �H

such that S1 \ S2 = S2 \ S3 = S1 \ S3 = feg.

Proposition 7.8(Guenin [10]). Let H be a mni binary clutter and S 1; S2 2 �H. If S � S1 [ S2 and S 2 H

then either S = S1 or S = S2.

Proposition 7.9. Let H be a mni binary clutter and let S; S 0 2 �H. Then jS � S0j � 2.

Proof. Let T be the mate ofS. ThenjT \ Sj � 3 andjT \ S0j = 1. �

Proposition 7.10(Luetolf and Margot [16]). Let H be a mni binary clutter. Then � (H) = � ( �H). Further-

more, if T is a transversal of �H and jT j = � ( �H), then T is a transversal ofH.

We shall also need,

Proposition 7.11(Seymour [24]). Let M be a binary matroid with 3-separation E 1; E2. Then there exist

circuits C1; C2 such that every circuit of M can be expressed as the symmetric difference of a subset of

circuits in fC 2 
(M ) : C � E1 or C � E2g [ fC1; C2g.

Throughout this section, we shall consider a signed matroid(M;F ) with a 3-separationE 1; E2 andC1; C2

will denote the corresponding circuits of Proposition 7.11. LetH be the clutter of odd circuits of(M;F ). We

shall partitionb(H) into setsB1; B2; B3; B4 as follows:

B1 = fS 2 b(H) : jS \C1 \E1j even,jS \C2 \E1j eveng

B2 = fS 2 b(H) : jS \C1 \E1j even,jS \C2 \E1j oddg

B3 = fS 2 b(H) : jS \C1 \E1j odd,jS \C2 \E1j eveng

B4 = fS 2 b(H) : jS \C1 \E1j odd,jS \C2 \E1j oddg:

Proposition 7.12. If S1; S2 2 Bi where i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g, then (S1 \E1) [ (S2 \E2) contains a set of b(H).

Proof. Let S0 := (S1 \ E1) [ (S2 \ E2). Note that sinceS1; S2 2 b(H) for all circuitsC of M , jS1 \ Cj

and jS2 \ Cj have the same parity. This implies that ifC is a circuit whereC � Ek (k 2 f1; 2g) thenC

intersectsS0 andS1 with the same parity. It also implies, together with the definition ofB i, thatS0 intersects

Ck (k 2 f1; 2g) with the same parity asS1. It follows from Proposition 7.11 thatS 0 andS1 intersect all

circuits ofM with the same parity. �
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Proof of Lemma 7.2. Let G denote the blocker ofH and letB1; B2; B3; B4 be the sets partitioningG. We

will denote by �G the core ofG. It follows that �G can be partitioned into sets�Bi with i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g and
�Bi � Bi. Assume for a contradiction that for allS 2 �G, S \ E1 6= ; 6= S \ E2. We will say that a set�Bi

with i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g forms anE1-block if, for all pairs of setsS; S 0 2 �Bi, we haveS \ E1 = S0 \E1 6= ;.

Similarly we defineE2-blocks.

Claim 1. For i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g, each nonempty�Bi is either anE1- or anE2-block.

Proof of Claim: ConsiderS1; S2 in �Bi. Proposition 7.12 states that(S1 \ E1) [ (S2 \ E2) contains a set

S0 2 G. Proposition 7.8 implies thatS 0 = S1 or S0 = S2. If S0 = S1 then(S1 \ E2) = (S2 \ E2). If

S0 = S2 then(S1 \E1) = (S1 \E2). Moreover, by hypothesis neitherS 0 \E1 norS0 \E2 is empty. Since

S; S0 were chosen arbitrarily, the result follows. 3

For any nonempty�Bi, consider anyS 2 �Bi. We defineE( �Bi) to be equal toS \ E1 if �Bi is anE1-block,

and toS \ E2 if �Bi is anE2-block. Let r (resp. s) be the cardinality of the members of�H (resp �G) and

n = jE( �H)j. AsH is binaryr � 3 ands � 3.

Claim 2. Let U � E( �G) be a set that intersectsE( �Bi) for each nonempty�Bi. ThenU is a transversal of�G

andjU j � � (G) = r.

Proof of Claim: ClearlyU is a transversal of�G, thusjU j � � ( �G). Proposition 7.10 states� ( �G) = � (G). 3

Claim 3. LetU;U 0 be distinct transversals of�G. If � ( �G) = jU j = jU 0j thenjU � U 0j � 2.

Proof of Claim: Proposition 7.10 imply thatU andU 0 are minimum transversals ofG. Hence,U;U 0 2 �H.

The result now follows from Corollary 7.9. 3

Claim 4. None of the�Bi is empty.

Proof of Claim: Let U be a minimum cardinality set that intersectsE( �Bi) for each nonempty�Bi. Since

r � 3, it follows from Claim 2 that at most one of the�Bi can be empty. Assume for a contradiction that

one of the �Bi, say �B4, is empty. It follows from Claim 2 and the choice ofU that each ofE( �B1), E( �B2),

E( �B3) are pairwise disjoint (otherwiseU contains an element common to at least 2 ofE( �B1), E( �B2),

E( �B3) and jU j � 2). If jE( �B1)j > 1, then lett1; t01 be distinct elements ofE( �B1). Let t2 2 E( �B2) and

t3 2 E( �B3). ThenU = ft1; t2; t3g andU 0 = ft01; t2; t3g contradict Claim 3. ThusjE( �B1)j = 1 and

similarly, jE( �B2)j = jE( �B3)j = 1. As jE1j > 3 and jE2j > 3, �B1; �B2; �B3 are not allE1-blocks and not

all E2-blocks. Thus w.l.o.g. we may assume�B1; �B2 areE1-blocks and�B3 is anE2-block. Let t1 be any

element inE1�E( �B1)�E( �B2) andt2 be the unique element inE( �B3). Then the column ofA( �G) indexed

by t1 is included in the column ofA( �G) indexed byt2, a contradiction to Proposition 7.6. 3

Consider first the case where every�Bi is anE1-block. Suppose that no twoE( �Bi) intersect. ThenA( �G)

has four columns that add up to the vector of all ones. By Theorem 7.4, each of these columns hass ones

and thereforen = 4s. Furthermore the four elements that index these columns form a transversal of�G

and thereforer � 4 (see Claim 2). This contradicts Theorem 7.4 stating thatrs > n. Thus twoE( �Bi)

intersect, say�B1 and �B2. For otherwisen = 4s, a contradiction tors > n. Let t be any element of

E( �B1)\E( �B2) and letg3 (resp.g4) be any element ofE( �B3) (resp.E( �B4)). LetU = ft; g3; g4g. It follows

from Claim 2 thatr = 3. It follows from Claim 3 that each ofE( �B3) andE( �B4) have cardinality one, and
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E( �B1) \ E( �B2) contains a unique elemente. Since there are no dominated columns inA( �G) we have that

E( �B1) � feg = E( �B2)� feg = ;. ThusjE1j � 3, a contradiction to the hypothesis that the 3-separation is

strict.

Consider now the case where�B1; �B2 areE1-blocks and �B3; �B4 areE2-blocks. Suppose there exists

e 2 E(H) that is not in any ofE( �Bi) for i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g. Assume without loss of generality thate 2 E1.

Then columne of A( �G) is included in the union of any two columnsf 1 2 E( �B3) andf2 2 E( �B4), a

contradiction to Proposition 7.6. Thus every element ofE(H) is inE( �Bi) for somei 2 f1; : : : ; 4g. Suppose

there ise 2 E( �B1) \ E( �B2). Let U = fe; f1; f2g. Then Claim 2 impliesr = 3 and Claim 3 implies that

jE( �B3)j = jE( �B4)j = 1. HencejE2j = 2, a contradiction. ThusE1 is partitioned intoE( �B1); E( �B2),

andE2 is partitioned intoE( �B3); E( �B4). If r = 4, then we can use Claim 3 to show that for eachi 2

f1; : : : ; 4g, jE( �Bi)j = 1. A contradiction as thenjE1j = jE2j = 2. Thusr = 3 and letT = fu; v; wg

be a minimum transversal of�G. Suppose bothu; v 2 E( �Bi) for somei 2 f1; : : : ; 4g, say i = 3. If

T � E2, thenw 2 E( �B4), asT is a transversal. It then follows thatT intersects all sets of�B3 with even

parity, a contradiction asH is binary. Thus we may assumew 2 E( �B1) andw intersects all sets in�B4.

It follows that, for anyx 2 E( �B2); y 2 E( �B3), the setfw; x; yg is a transversal of�G, a contradiction to

Claim 3. Hence for any transversalT = fu; v; wg each element ofT is in a differentE( �Bi). We may

assumeu 2 E( �B1); v 2 E( �B3); w 2 E( �B4). It follows that for anyx 2 E( �B1), fx; v; wg is a transversal

and thus by Claim 3E( �B1) contains a unique elementt. SincejE1j > 2, we cannot have a transversal

u 2 E( �B2); v 2 E( �B3); w 2 E( �B4), as this would implyjE( �B2)j = 1. Hence every minimum transversal

containst, a contradiction to Theorem 7.4.

Finally, consider the case where�B1; �B2; �B3 areE1-blocks and�B4 is anE2-block. Note that everyt 2 E1

is in someE( �Bi) for i 2 f1; 2; 3g. Otherwise the corresponding columnt of A( �G) is dominated by any

columnt0 2 E( �B4). Suppose there ist 2 E( �Bi) � E( �Bj) � E( �Bk) wherei; j; k are distinct elements in

f1; 2; 3g. Proposition 7.7 states there exist three sets of�G that intersect exactly int. This impliesjE( �Bi)j = 1.

Now sinceE( �Bj) 6= E( �Bk), there is a column in sayE( �Bj )�E( �Bi)�E( �Bk). ThusjE( �Bj)j = 1. Similarly,

jE( �Bk)j = 1, a contradiction tojE1j > 3. ThusE( �Bi) � E( �Bj) [E( �Bk) for all distincti; j; k 2 f1; 2; 3g

and therefore either (1) for some distincti; j; k 2 f1; 2; 3g, E( �Bj); E( �Bk) is a partition ofE( �Bi) or (2)

E( �Bi) \ E( �Bj) 6= ;, for each distincti; j 2 f1; 2; 3g. By considering setsU containing one element of

E( �B4) and intersecting each ofE( �B1); E( �B2), andE( �B3) we can use Claim 3 to show thatjE1j � 2 in

Case (1) andjE1j � 3 in Case (2), a contradiction. �

7.2. Parts and minors. In this section, we prove Lemma 7.2. Consider the matroid with exactly three

elements1; 2; 3 which form a circuitC0. Let I0; I1 be disjoint subsets ofC0. We say that a signed matroid

(N;�) is a fat triangle (I0; I1) if � = I1 andN is obtained fromC0 by adding a parallel element for every

i 2 I0 [ I1. Let (M;�) be a signed binary matroid with a circuitC0 = f1; 2; 3g whereC0 \ � = ; and let

i 2 C0. A circuit Ci of M is a simple circuit of typei if Ci \ C0 = fig andjCi \ �j = 1. We say that a

cocircuitD has asmall intersection with a simple circuitC if either: D \ C = ;; or jD \ Cj = 2 and the

unique element inC \� is inD.

Lemma 7.13. Let (M;�) be a signed binary matroid with a circuit C 0 = f1; 2; 3g such that C0 \� = ;.
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(1) Let I � C0 be such that for all i 2 I there is a simple circuit C i of type i. Suppose for all distinct

i; j 2 C0 we have a cocircuit Dij where Dij \ C0 = fi; jg and Dij has a small intersection with

the simple circuits in fCt : t 2 Ig. Then the fat triangle (;; I) is a minor of (M;�).

(2) Let C1 be a simple circuit of type 1. Suppose we have a cocircuit D12 where D12 \C0 = f1; 2g and

D12 has a small intersection with C1. If C1 � f1g[ f2g is dependent then C1� f1g [ f2g contains

an odd circuit using 2 and the fat triangle (f3g; f2g) is a minor of (M;�).

(3) Suppose for each i = 1; 2 we have a simple circuit Ci of type i. Suppose we have a cocircuit D12

where D12 \C0 = f1; 2g and D12 has a small intersection with C1 and C2. If both C1� f1g[ f2g

and C2 � f2g [ f1g are independent, then the fat triangle (;; f1; 2g) is a minor of (M;�).

Proof. Throughout the proofi; j; k will denote distinct elements ofC 0.

Let us prove (1). For eachi 2 I letfi be the unique element inCi\�. For eachDjk either:Djk\Ci = ;

orDjk \Ci = ffi; gig wheregi is an element not in�. LetE0 be the set of elements inC0 or in any ofCi

wherei 2 I. Observe,

(a) If gi exists thenfi is in each ofD12; D13; D23 andgi is inDjk but notDij ; Dik.

(b) If gi does not exists butfi does thenfi is inDij; Dik but not inDjk.

Define� := (�4D124D134D23) \E0. Observe that (a) and (b) imply respectively (a’) and (b’).

(a’) If gi exists thenfi 62 � andgi 2 �.

(b’) If gi does not exist thenfi 2 �.

Let (N;�) be the minor of(M;�) obtained by deleting the elements not inE 0 and then contracting the

elements not inC0 [ �. It follows from (a’) and (b’) that ifC0 is a circuit then(N;�) is the fat triangle

(;; I). Otherwise some elementi 2 C0 is a loop ofN , sayi = 1. Then there is a circuitC of M such that

C � E0; C \ C0 = f1g, andC \ � = ;. ClearlyC \ C0 does not intersectD12 andD23 with the same

parity. Consider anye 2 C � C0 such thate is in some cocircuitDij. Sincee 62 �, it follows from (a’) and

(b’) thate = fi for somei 2 I and thatgi exists. But then (a) implies thate 2 D12 \D13 \D23. It follows

thatC cannot intersectD12 andD23 with the same parity, a contradiction.

Let us prove (2). Letf be the unique element inC1 \�. By hypothesis there is a circuitC in C1�f1g[

f2g. SinceC1 is a circuit2 2 C. SinceD12 has a small intersectionC1 \ D12 = f1; fg. It follows that

C \D12 = f2; fg. LetC0 be the circuit using3 in C14C4C0. SinceC0 is a circuit,3 is not a loop, hence

C0 � f3g contains at least one element sayg. Let (N;�) = (M;�)n(E(M ) � C0 � C1)=(C1 � ff; gg).

Observe thatf2; fg is an odd cycle of(N;�) and thatf3; gg andC0 are even cycles of(N;�). Hence, ifC0 is

a circuit ofN then(N;�) is the fat triangle(f3g; f2g). BecauseD12 is a cocircuit ofM , f1; 2; fg is a cocycle

of N , in particular1; 2; f are not loops. If3 is a loop ofN then there is a circuitS � C 1� f1; 2; f; gg[ f3g

of (M;�). ButC 04 S is a cycle andC04 S � C1, a contradiction asC1 is a circuit.

Let us prove (3). LetM 0 be obtained fromM by deleting all elements not inC0 [ C1 [ C2 and let

�0 := (� 4 D12) \ E(M 0). SinceD12 has a small intersection withC1 andC2 we have�0 = f1; 2g.

Then(M 0; f1; 2g) is a signed minor of(M;�). Choose a minorN of M 0 which is minimal and satisfies the

following properties:

(i) C0 is a circuit ofN ,

(ii) for i = 1; 2 there exist circuitsCi of N such thatCi \C0 = fig,
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(iii) C1 � f1g [ f2g is independent,

(iv) C2 � f2g [ f1g is independent.

Note that by hypothesisM satisfies properties (i)-(iv) and thus so doesM 0. HenceN is well defined. We

will show that jC1j = jC2j = 2 in N . Then(N; f1; 2g) is a minor of(M;�) and after resigning on the

cocircuit containing1; 2 we obtain the fat triangle(;; f1; 2g). There is no circuitS � C 1 � f1g [ f3g of N ,

for otherwise there exists a cycleC14 S 4C0 � C1 � f1g [ f2g, a contradiction with (iii). Hence,

Claim 1. C1 � f1g [ f3g is independent.

Claim 2. C1 \ C2 = ;.

Proof of Claim: Otherwise defineN 0 := N=(C1 \ C2). Note thatN 0 satisfies (ii)-(iv). Suppose (i) does not

hold forN 0, i.e.C0 is a cycle but not a circuit ofN 0. Then3 is a loop ofN 0. Thus there isS � C1\C2 such

thatS [ f3g is a circuit ofN , contradicting Claim 1. 3

Assume for a contradictionjCij > 2 for somei 2 f1; 2g, sayi = 1.

Claim 3. There exists a circuitS � C1 [C2 � f1; 2g of N .

Proof of Claim: Let e 2 C1 � f1g and consider(N 0;�0) := (N;�)=e. SupposeC0 is not a circuit ofN 0.

Then2 or 3 is a loop ofN . But then eitherf2; eg or f3; eg is a circuit ofN . In the former case it contradicts

(iii), in the latter it contradicts Claim 1. Hence (i) holds forN 0. Trivially (iii) holds for N 0 as well. Suppose

(ii) does not hold, thenC2 is not a circuit ofN 0. It implies there exists a circuitS � C2 [ feg � f2g of N .

ThenS is the required circuit. Suppose (iv) does not hold. Then there is a circuitS � C 2 [ fe; 1g � f2g of

N , andS 4 C1 contains the required circuit. 3

Let S be the circuit in the previous claim. SinceC1; C2 are circuits,S\C1; S\C2 are non-empty. LetC0
2 be

the circuit inC24 S which uses2. Note thatN n (E(N )�C0�C1 �C0
2) satisfies properties (i)-(iii) using

C0
2 instead ofC2. Thus, by minimality, (iv) is not satisfied forC 0

2, i.e.C0
2 � f2g [ f1g contains a circuitC 0

1.

SinceC0
2 is a circuit,1 2 C 0

1. By the same argument as above, (iii) is not satisfied forC 0
1, i.e.C0

1�f1g[f2g

contains a circuitC 00
2 using2. SinceC 00

2 � C0
2 it follows thatC 00

2 = C0
2 (sinceC0

2 is a circuit). Therefore,

C0
1 = C0

2 � f2g [ f1g. But the cycleC 0
14C0

2 = f1; 2g contradicts the fact thatC0 is a circuit. �

Lemma 7.14. Let (M;�) be an ideal signed binary matroid with a circuit C 0 = f1; 2; 3gwhere C0\� = ;.

Suppose we have p : E(M ) ! Q+ such that the cut condition is satisfied. Then there exists p 0 : E(M ) !

Q+ which satisfies the following properties: (i) p 0 satisfies the cut condition; (ii) p 0(e) = p(e) for all e 62 C0;

and (iii) p0(i) + p0(j) � p(i) + p(j) for all distinct i; j 2 C0. Let I = fi 2 C0 : p0(i) > 0g. There is a

�-flow � : 
� ! Q+ with costs p0. Moreover, either:

(1) The fat triangle (;; I) is a signed minor of (M;�) and

(2) jC \ C0j � 1 for all odd circuits C such that �(C) > 0.

Or after possibly relabeling elements of C0 we have p0(3) = 0 and p0(2) � p(2) + p(3). Moreover,

(3) The fat triangle (f3g; f2g) is a signed minor of (M;�) and

(4) for all odd circuits C with �(C) > 0 and C \ C 0 6= ; either C \ C0 = f2g, or C \C0 = f1gand

C � f1g [ f2g contains an odd circuit using 2.
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Proof.

Claim 1. We can assume that there existsp0 : E(M ) ! Q+ such that properties (i)-(iii) hold. For distinct

i; j 2 C0 let �ij be the minimum ofp0(D � �) � p0(D \ �) whereD \ C0 = fi; jg. We then have

(after possibly relabeling the elements ofC0) the following cases, either: (a)�12 = �13 = �23 = 0; or (b)

p0(3) = 0; p0(2) � p(2); p0(1) � p(1) + p(3) and�12 = 0.

Proof of Claim: Choosep 0 : E(M )! Q+ which minimizesp0(C0) and which satisfies the following prop-

erties: the cut condition holds forp 0; p0(e) = p(e) for all e 62 C0; andp0(i) � p(i) for all i 2 C0. Clearly,

(i)-(iii) holds for p 0. Suppose (a) does not hold. Then we may assume (after relabeling) that�23 > 0 and that

p0(3) � p0(2).

Consider first the case where�12 > 0. Then2 is in no tight cocircuit, it follows from the choice ofp 0

thatp0(2) = 0. Hencep0(3) = 0. Suppose�13 > 0, thenp0(1) = 0. But then for all circuitsC such that

�(C) > 0 we haveC \C0 = ; and (2) holds. Moreover, (1) is satisfied since(M;�)n(E(M ) � C0) is the

(;; ;) fat triangle. Thus we may assume�13 = 0. But by relabeling2 and3 we satisfy (b).

Hence we can assume�12 = 0. If �13 > 0 then3 is in no tight cocircuit, thusp 0(3) = 0, and (b)

holds. Thus we may assume�13 = 0. Let � = minf�23=2; p0(3)g. Let p̂ : E(M ) ! Q+ be defined as

follows: p̂(e) = p0(e) if e 62 C0 and p̂(1) = p0(1) + �; p̂(2) = p0(2) � �; p̂(3) = p0(3) � �. Note, (i)-(iii)

hold for p̂. Suppose� = p0(3). Then p̂(3) = 0, and (b) holds witĥp since p̂(2) � p0(2) � p(2) and

p̂(1) = p0(1) + � � p(1) + p(3). Thus we may assume� = �32=2. Then for each distincti; j 2 C0 there is a

cocircuitD whereD \C0 = fi; jg which is tight forp̂. It follows that (a) holds. 3

Throughout the proofi; j; k will denote distinct elements ofC 0. Let p0 be the costs given in Claim 1.

Since(M;�) is ideal, Corollary 4.4(i) implies that there is a�-flow, � : 
� ! Q+ for M with costsp0. Let

Dij be the cocircuits ofM for whichDij \C0 = fi; jg andp(Dij � �) � p(Dij \�) = �ij.

Consider first case (a) of Claim 1, i.e.Dij is tight for all distincti; j 2 C0. We will show that (1) and

(2) hold. LetC be any circuit with�(C) > 0. ThenjC \�j = 1. Suppose there is an elementi in C0 \C.

Proposition 4.3 statesC \ Dij = fi; fg andC \ Dik = fi; fg wheref is the unique element inC \ �.

ThusC \ C0 = fig and (2) holds. Every elementi 2 C0 is in a tight cocircuit, thus ifp 0(i) > 0 then

there is a circuitCi with i 2 Ci and�(Ci) > 0. Moreover, (2) implies thatCi is a simple circuit of typei.

Proposition 4.3 implies thatD12; D13; D23 all have small intersections with each of the simple circuits. Then

(1) follows from Proposition 7.13(1).

Consider case (b) of Claim 1, i.e.p0(3) = 0; p0(2) � p(2); p0(1) � p(1) + p(3) and�12 = 0.

Claim 2. LetC be a circuit with�(C) > 0. If i 2 C \ f1; 2g, thenCi is a simple circuit of typei.

This follows from the fact that3 62 C (asp0(3) = 0) and thatjC \ f1; 2gj = 1 (because of Proposition 4.3

and the fact thatD12 is tight). The case wherep0(i) = 0 for all i 2 C0 has already been considered (see proof

of Claim 1). Suppose for somei 2 f1; 2g, p0(3 � i) = 0. Thenp0(i) > 0 and letf be the unique element in

Ci \ �. The minor(M;�)n(E(M ) � C0 � Ci)=(Ci � fi; fg) is the fat triangle(;; fig) and both (1) and

(2) hold. Thusp0(1) > 0; p0(2) > 0. Suppose now for alli 2 f1; 2g there exists a circuitCi with �(Ci) > 0

andi 2 Ci such thatCi � fig [ f3� ig is independent. Claim 2 states that these circuits are simple circuits

of typei. Then (2) holds and Proposition 7.13(3) implies that(M;�) contains the fat triangle(;; f1; 2g), i.e.
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(1) holds. Thus we may assume, for somei 2 f1; 2g that for all circuitsCi such that�(Ci) > 0 andi 2 Ci,

Ci � fig [ f3� ig is dependent. Ifi = 2 interchange the labels2 and1. Since we hadp0(1) � p(1) + p(3)

we get in that casep0(2) � p(2) + p(3). Otherwise (ifi = 1) we havep0(2) � p(2) � p(2) + p(3).

Proposition 7.13(2) implies that for all circuitsC 1 with �(C1) > 0 and1 2 C1, C1 � f1g [ f2g contains an

odd circuit using1 and that(M;�) contains the fat triangle(f3g; f2g) as a minor. Together with Claim 2

this implies (3) and (4) hold. �

We are now ready for the proof of the main lemma.

Proof of Lemma 7.3. SinceM has a strict 3-separation,M = M1 
3 M2 whereC0 = E(M1) \ E(M2) is

a triangle. Throughout this proofi; j; k will denote distinct elements ofC 0. Recall thatF � E1. Let �1ij
denote the smallest value of

p(Dij � F �C0) � p(Dij \ F ) (*)

whereDij is some cocircuit ofM1 with Dij \ C0 = fi; jg. Expression (*) gives the difference between

the sum of the capacity elements and the sum of the demand elements inDij, excluding the markerC0.

Denote byD1
ij the cocircuit for which the minimum is attained in (*). Let�2

ij denote the smallest value of

p(Dij �C0), whereDij is some cocircuit ofM2 withDij \C0 = fi; jg. In what follows, we letD2
ij denote

the cocircuit for whichp(D2
ij � C0) = �2ij. For eachi 2 C0 define:

�i =
1

2
(�2ij + �2ik � �2jk):

Claim 1. �i � 0 for all i 2 C0.

Proof of Claim: We have�2
ij + �2ik = p(D2

ij � C0) + p(D2
ik � C0) � p

�
(D2

ij 4D2
ik) �C0

�
� �2jk. Thus

(�2ij + �2ik) � �2jk � 0 and�i � 0. 3

Claim 2. �1
ij + �2ij � 0.

Proof of Claim: �1
ij + �2ij = p(D1

ij � F � C0) � p(D1
ij \ F ) + p(D2

ij � C0) = p((D1
ij 4D2

ij) � F ) �

p((D1
ij 4D2

ij) \ F ). But the last expression is non negative since the cut condition holds for(M;F; p). 3

Claim 3. (M1; F ) is a signed minor of(M;F ).

Proof of Claim: Theorem 5.2 implies thatM1 is a minor ofM obtained by contracting and deleting elements

in E2 only. SinceF � E1 the result follows. 3

Definep1 : E(M1)! Q+ as follows:p1(e) = p(e) for all e 2 E1 andp1(i) = �i for all i 2 C0.

Claim 4. The cut condition is satisfied for(M1; F; p1).

Proof of Claim: Since the cut condition holds for(M;F; p) the cut condition is satisfied for all cocircuits of

M1 disjoint fromC0. LetD be a cocircuit ofM1 such thatD\C0 = fi; jg. Thenp1(D�F )�p1(D\F ) =

p(D�F �C0)� p(D\F )+ p1(i) + p1(j) � �1ij + p1(i)+ p1(j) = �1ij + �i + �j = �1ij +�2ij. It follows

from Claim 2 that the previous expression is non-negative. 3

Claim 3 implies that(M1; F ) is a part of(M;F ) and hence its clutter of odd circuits is ideal. Together with

Claim 4 it implies that(M1; F ) andp1 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 7.14. It follows thatM1 isF -flowing

with costsp01 (wherep01 is as described in the lemma) and either case 1 or case 2 occurs.
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Case 1: Statements (1) and (2) hold.

We defineI := fi 2 C0 : p01(i) > 0g and letM 0
2 denoteM2 n (C0 � I).

Claim 5. (M 0
2; I) is a signed minor of(M;F ).

Proof of Claim: Statement (1) says that the fat triangle(;; I) is a signed minor of(M 1; F ), i.e. it is equal to

(M1; F )nJd=Jc for someJd; Jc � E1. Seymour [24] showed that(M1
3M2)nJd=Jc = (M1 nJd=Jc)
3

M2. Thus(M 0
2; I) = (M;F ) n Jd=Jc. 3

Definep2 : E(M 0
2)! Q+ as follows:p2(e) = p(e) for all e 2 E2 andp2(i) = p01(i) for all i 2 I.

Claim 6. The cut condition is satisfied for(M 0
2; I; p2).

Proof of Claim: It suffices to show the cut condition holds for cocircuitsD that intersectC 0. SupposeD \

C0 = fi; jg. Lemma 7.14 states thatp01(i)+p
0
1(j) � p1(i)+p1(j). Moreover,p1(i)+p1(j) = �i+�j = �2ij.

Thusp2(D � I) � p2(D \ I) = p(D �C0)� (p01(i) + p01(j)) � �2ij � �2ij = 0. 3

Claim 5 implies that(M 0
2; I) is a part of(M;F ) and hence its clutter of odd circuits is ideal. It follows

from Claim 6 and Corollary 4.4(i) thatM 0
2 is I-flowing with costsp2. Since we can scalep (and hencep01 and

p2) we may assume that theF -flow of M1 satisfying costsp01 is a multisetL1 of circuits and that theI-flow

of M 0
2 satisfying costsp2 is a multisetL2 of circuits. Because of Statement (2),L1 can be partitioned intoL1

0

andL1
i for all i 2 I where:L1

0 = fC 2 L1 : C \C0 = ;g andL1
i =

�
C 2 L1 : C \ C0 = fig

	
. Because

C 2 L2 impliesC 2 
I , L2 can be partitioned intoL2
i for all i 2 I where:L2

i =
�
C 2 L2 : C\C0 = fig

	
.

Sincep2(i) = p01(i) for eachi 2 I, jL1i j � jL2
i j for eachi 2 I. Let us define a collection of circuits ofM

as follows: include all circuits ofL1
0, and for everyi 2 I pair each circuitC1 2 L1

i with a different circuit

C2 2 L2
i and add to the collection the circuit included inC 14C2 that contain the element ofF . The resulting

collection corresponds to aF -flow of M satisfying costsp.

Case 2: p01(3) = 0; p01(2) � p(2)+ p(3) and statements (3) and (4) hold (after possibly relabelingC0).

Let M 0
2 denoteM2 n 1. Statement (3) says that the fat triangle(f3g; f2g) is a signed minor of(M1; F ).

Proceeding as in the proof of Claim 5 we obtain the following.

Claim 7. (M 0
2; f2g) is a signed minor of(M;F ).

Define p2 : E(M 0
2) ! Q+ as follows: p2(e) = p(e) for all e 2 E(M2); p2(2) = p01(2) + p01(1) and

p2(3) = p01(1).

Claim 8. The cut condition is satisfied for(M 0
2; f2g; p2).

Proof of Claim: Consider first a cocircuitD of M 0
2 such thatD \ C0 = f2; 3g. Let us checkD does not

violate the cut condition. The following expression should be non negative:p 2(D � f2g)� p2(D \ f2g) =

p(D�C0)+p2(3)�p2(2) = p(D�C0)+p01(1)�p01(1)�p01(2) = p(D�C0)�p01(2). Lemma 7.14 states

p01(2) � p1(2)+p1(3) = �2+�3. Sincep(D�C0) � �223 = �2+�3 it follows thatp(D�C0)�p02(1) � 0.

Consider a cocircuitD of M 0
2 such that2 2 D but3 62 D. Let us checkD does not violate the cut condition.

The following expression should be non negative:p 2(D � f2g) � p2(D \ f2g) = p(D � C0) � p2(2) =

p(D�C0)� (p01(1)+ p01(2)). Lemma 7.14 statesp01(1)+ p01(2) � p1(1)+ p1(2) = �1+ �2. SinceD[f1g

is a cocircuit ofM2, p2(D � C0) � �212 = �1 + �2. It follows thatp(D � C0)� (p01(1) + p01(2)) � 0. 3
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Claim 7, Claim 8, and Corollary 4.4(i) imply thatM 0
2 is f2g-flowing with costsp2. We may assume that

the F -flow of M1 satisfying costsp01 is a multisetL1 of circuits. Because of Statement (4),L1 can be

partitioned intoL1
0;L

1
1;L

1
2 where:L1

0 = fC 2 L1 : C \ C0 = ;g, L11 =
�
C 2 L1 : C \ C0 = f1g

	
,

L1
2 =

�
C 2 L1 : C \C0 = f2g

	
. We may assume that thef2g-flow of M 0

2 satisfying costsp2 is a multiset

L2 of circuits. SinceC 2 L2 impliesC 2 
f2g and since1 62 E(M 0
2), L

2 can be partitioned intoL2
1;L

2
2

where:L2
1 =

�
C 2 L2 : C \C0 = f2; 3g

	
, andL22 =

�
C 2 L2 : C \C0 = f2g

	
.

Claim 9. (i) jL1
2j � jL2

2j and (ii) jL1
1j+ jL1

2j � jL2
1j+ jL2

2j.

Proof of Claim: Let us prove (i).2 is a demand element for the flowL2, thusjL2
2j+ jL

2
1j = p2(2) = p01(1)+

p01(2). 3 is a capacity element for the flowL2, thusjL2
1j � p2(3) = p01(1). Hence,jL22j � p01(2) � jL1

2j

where the last inequality follows from the fact that2 is a capacity element for the flowL1. Let us prove (ii).

jL1
2j+ jL1

1j � p01(2) + p01(1) = p2(2) = jL2
2j+ jL2

1j. 3

Let us define a collection of circuits ofM as follows: (a) include all circuits ofL 1
0; (b) pair every circuit

C1 2 L1
2 with a different circuitC2 2 L2

2 - such a pairing exists because of Claim 9(i) - and add to the

collectionC14C2; (c) pair as many circuitsC1 of L1
1 to as many different circuitsC2 of L2

1 as possible, and

add to the collectionC14C2; (d) pair all remaining circuitsC1 ofL1
1 to circuits ofL2

2 not already used in (b).

Such a pairing exists because of Claim 9(ii). Statement (4) says thatC1 � f1g [ f2g contains an odd circuit

C0
1. For every pairC1; C2 add to the collection the cycleC 0

1 4 C2; (e) for each cycleC in the collection

only keep the circuit included inC that contains the element ofF . The resulting collection corresponds to an

F -flow of M satisfying costsp. �

8. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR IDEALNESS

We will prove Theorem 1.1 in this section, i.e. that a binary clutter is ideal if it has none of the following

minors:LF7 ,OK5
, b(OK5

),Q+
6 andQ+

7 . The next result is fairly straightforward.

Proposition 8.1(Novick and Seb¨o [20]).

� H is a clutter of odd circuits of a graph if and only if u(H) is graphic.

� H is a clutter of T -cuts if and only if u(H) is cographic.

Remark 8.2. The class of clutters of odd circuits and the class of clutters ofT -cuts is closed under taking

minors.

This follows from the previous proposition, Remark 2.9 and the fact that the classes of graphic and cographic

matroid are closed under taking (matroid) minors. We know from Remark 3.4 thatb(Q6)+ (a minor ofQ+
7 )

is a source ofF7, andQ+
6 is a source ofF �

7 . Thus Proposition 8.1 implies,

Remark 8.3. Q+
7 andQ+

6 are not clutters of odd circuits or clutters ofT -cuts.

We use the following two decomposition theorems.

Theorem 8.4(Seymour [24]). Let M be a 3-connected and internally 4-connected regular matroid. Then

M = R10 or M is graphic or M is cographic.
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Theorem 8.5(Seymour [24, 26]). Let M be a 3-connected binary matroid with no F �
7 (resp. F7) minor.

Then M is regular or M = F7 (resp. F �
7 ).

Corollary 8.6. LetH be a binary clutter such that u(H) has noF �
7 minor. IfH is 3-connected and internally

4-connected, then H is one of b(Q7);LF7; b(Q6)+, or one of the 6 lifts of R10, or a clutter of odd circuits or

a clutter of T-cuts.

Proof. SinceH is 3-connected,u(H) is 3-connected. So, by Theorem 8.5,u(H) is regular oru(H) = F7. In

the latter case, Remark 3.4 implies thatH is one ofb(Q7);LF7; b(Q6)
+. Thus we can assume thatu(H) is

regular. By hypothesis,u(H) is internally 4-connected and therefore, by Theorem 8.4,u(H) = R10 oru(H)

is graphic oru(H) is cographic. Now the corollary follows from Proposition 8.1 and Remark 3.4. �

We are now ready for the proof of the main result of this paper.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We need to prove that, ifH is nonideal, then it containsLF7 , OK5
, b(OK5

), Q+
6 or

Q+
7 as a minor. Without loss of generality we may assume thatH is minimally nonideal. It follows from

Remark 5.3 and propositions 6.1 and 7.1 thatH is 3-connected and internally 4-connected. Consider first the

case whereu(H) has noF�
7 minor. Then, by Corollary 8.6 either: (i)H is one ofb(Q7);LF7 ; b(Q6)+, or

(ii) H is one of the 6 lifts ofR10, or (iii) H is a clutter of odd circuits, or (iv)H is a clutter of T-cuts. SinceH

is minimally nonideal, it follows from Proposition 3.5 that if (i) occurs thenH = L F7 and if (ii) occurs then

H = b(OK5
). If (iii) occurs then, by Theorem 1.3,H = OK5

; (iv) cannot occur because of Theorem 1.4.

Now consider the case whereu(H) has anF�
7 minor. It follows by Theorem 3.2 thatH has a minorH1

orH+
2 , whereH1 is a source ofF �

7 andH2 is a lift of F �
7 . Proposition 3.1 states that the lifts ofF �

7 are the

blockers of the sources ofF7. Remark 3.4 states that the sources ofF7 areb(Q7), LF7 or b(Q6)
+, and that

F �
7 has only one source, namelyQ+

6 . This implies thatH1 = Q+
6 andH+

2 = Q+
7 or b(LF7)

+ or b
�
b(Q+

6 )
�+

.

Sinceb(LF7)
+ has anLF7 minor andb

�
b(Q+

6 )
�+

has aQ+
6 minor, the proof of the theorem is complete.�

One can obtain a variation of Theorem 1.1 by modifying Corollary 8.6 as follows: LetH be a binary

clutter such thatu(H) has noF7 minor. If H is 3-connected and internally 4-connected, thenH is b(Q7),

LF7 , b(Q+
6 ) or one of the 6 lifts ofR10 or a clutter of odd circuits or a clutter of T-cuts. Following the proof

of Theorem 1.1, this yields: A binary clutter is ideal if it does not have anLF7 , OK5
, b(OK5

), b(Q7) or

b(Q+
6 ) minor. But this result is weaker than Corollary 1.2. Other variations of Theorem 1.1 can be obtained

by using Seymour’s Splitter Theorem [24] which implies, sinceu(H) is 3-connected andu(H) 6= F �
7 , that

u(H) has eitherS8 orAG(3; 2) as a minor. Again, by using Proposition 3.2, we can obtain a list of excluded

minors that are sufficient to guarantee thatH is ideal.

9. SOME ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Corollary 8.6 implies the following result, using the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 9.1. Let H be an ideal binary clutter such that u(H) has no F �
7 minor. If H is 3-connected and

internally 4-connected, then H is one of b(Q7); b(Q6)
+, or one of the 5 ideal lifts of R10, or a clutter of odd

circuits of a weakly bipartite graph, or a clutter of T-cuts.
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A possible strategy for resolving Seymour’s Conjecture would be to generalize this theorem by removing

the assumption thatu(H) has noF �
7 minor, while allowing in the conclusion the possibility forH to also be

a clutter of T-joins or the blocker of a clutter of odd circuits in a weakly bipartite graph. However, this is not

possible as illustrated by the following example.

Let T12 be the binary matroid with the following partial representation.

2
664

1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1

3
775 :

This matroid first appeared in [11]. It is self dual and satisfies the following properties:

(i) For every elementt of T12, T12=t is 3-connected and internally 4-connected.

(ii) For every elementt of T12, T12=t is not regular.

We are indebted to James Oxley (personal communication) for bringing to our attention the existence of

the matroidT12 and pointing out that it satisfies properties (i) and (ii). Lett be any element ofT 12 and let

H = Port(T12; t). Because of (i),T12=t = u(H) is 3-connected and internally 4-connected and thus so isH.

Because of (ii),T12=t = u(H) is not graphic or cographic thus Proposition 8.1 implies thatH is not a clutter

of T -cuts and not a clutter of odd circuits. We know from Proposition 2.12 thatb(H) = Port(T �
12; t) =

Port(T12; t). Thus,b(H) is also 3-connected, internally 4-connected, andH is not the clutter ofT -joins or

the blocker of the clutter of odd circuits. However, it follows from the results of Luetolf and Margot [16] that

the clutterH is ideal.
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